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Tropic Star Lodge Dolphinfish Research Program (DRP) Study Update

For a species as important as dolphin to so many fishing sectors in the Atlantic Ocean, one would think that we would know the status of the health of
the population in the region. Unfortunately, neither the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) nor any of the international
fisheries management agencies in the Atlantic (e.g., International Commission for the Conservation of Atlantic Tunas (ICCAT) or Caribbean
Regional Fisheries Mechanism (CRFM)) have made it a priority to conduct a modern stock assessment on the species. The only modern stock
assessment on dolphin was conducted by the Inter-American Tropical Tuna Commission (IATTC) which we reported about in our May 2018
newsletter. Click here to read that brief article. One of the key outcomes of that effort was the need to decribe the movements of the species throughout
the eastern Pacific Ocean (EPO) to further understand the connectivity of the species among the exclusive economic zones (EEZs) and high seas areas
that make up the EPO. The Guy Harvey Ocean Foundation recogizes this need and, as a result, provided the DRP with funding in 2018 and 2019 to
expand the program to the EPO with tagging operations focused at the Tropic Star Lodge (TSL). This research is one component of GHOF’s

Figure 1 Our most recent recovery shows that large individuals of the purported resident
coastal sub-stock in Panama can mix with the oceanic sub-stock in the high seas. This is
the first quantified movement evidence of these dynamics.
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Eastern Tropical Pacific Seascape (ETPS) project which is a partnership between GHOF, the Guy Harvey Research Institute, Nova Southeastern
University and TSL. The objective of the ETPS project is to tag and collect migratory data from 3 species of billfish (sailfish, blue and black
marlin) in the Pacific Ocean in order to shed light on the differences between the habitat use of the 3 species. In addition, the project aims to collect
migratory data on sharks, rooster fish, and dolphinfish. In terms of dolphinfish and our involvement in the ETPS project, through the end of August
2019, a total of 381 dolphin have been tagged and released, of which 9 have been recovered. Our most recent recovery reported by Pablo Luis
Suarez and Gastelum Zuñiga Mario Francisco (Figure 1 - above) shows that large individuals of the purported resident coastal sub-stock in
Panama can
Panama can mix with the oceanic sub-stock in the high seas. This
is the first quantified evidence of these dynamics. Mr. Suarez and
Mr. Francisco caught the fish aboard a Venezuelan flagged purse
seiner M/N Taurus-1 while fishing in the high seas of the EPO.
M/N Taurus-1 was targeting tuna when the dolphin was caught. In
addition to acknowledging Mr. Suarez and Mr. Francisco for
reporting the recovery, we would like to thank IATTC and
Marlon Roman in particular for sending us the tag that was
recovered on the fish. We would also like to congratulate Captain
Mosquera of Miss Skandia of the Tropic Star Lodge for tagging
and releasing this bull in January 2019. For more information on
other movements recorded to date (Figure 2 – left) offshore TSL,
in the Gulf of Panama, or along the continental shelf break from
northwestern Panama to Costa Rica, click here to read a brief but
detailed article. To help the DRP send kits to anglers from
southern California to Manta, Ecuador, and to expand throughout
the eastern tropical Pacific Ocean consider making a donation
today. Click here to donate to DRP expansion in the Pacific.

3
Figure 2 Most movements recorded to date have occurred just offshore TSL, in the Gulf of Panama, or along the
continental shelf break from northwestern Panama to Costa Rica. Click here to read a brief but detailed article.
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Big Bulls of 2019
The Mid-Atlantic Bight (MAB) makes up a massive part of the U.S. East Coast and, for offshore fishing, it
consists of numerous offshore canyons that vary in size, distribution, and location from Norfolk Canyon in
the south to Hydrographer Canyon (and others beyond) in the northeast. This year, two record breaking
dolphin were caught in Poor Man’s Canyon off Maryland, which set new state records for the Old Line State.
On August 16, 2019, Kristi Frashure of Pasadena caught a 74.5-pound bull while participating in the Poor
She was fishing aboard Haulin N’ Ballin.

traveling together? While bulls are known to be very aggressive in captivity if held
4
simultaneously, can very large bulls like this co-occur in a large school of females?
The DRP has observed multiple males in schools while scuba diving but not 70-pound
fish. Even if they were not traveling or migrating together per se, did they originate

Girls Fishing
Tournament in Ocean
City, MD. She was
fishing aboard Haulin N’
Ballin. This brute was
caught just 3 weeks after
Jeff Wright of
Cambridge, MA, caught
a 72.8 pound fish to
break a 34-year long
standing record set by
Kim Lawson in 1985.
Her fish weighed 67.5
pounds. Even though
Mr. Wright’s record
only stood for 3 weeks,
both occurrences raise a
host of questions about
the presence of these
large fish in the same
canyon in roughly the
same time. For
example, were these fish

in a similar location and make it to the MAB following a similar water body or influx of bait? This occurrence, while possibly random in nature,
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seems too much of a coincidence to not think of other movement dynamics occurring. When we consider other large bulls caught in the Atlantic in
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2019, other patterns also emerge. For example, angler Dylan Louis caught a ~72 pound fish on March 14th, 2019, off Port Everglades
and was the only massive bull
reported in Florida in 2019. In
addition, this might have been the
only 70+ pound fish caught in
Florida in the past few years,
which signals a series of questions
regarding the size occurrence of
dolphin in the Florida Straits over
the past several years. Where are
all of Florida’s big fish? The state
record for Florida still stands at
81 pounds for a fish caught in
2007 by R. Vail.
Another
interesting pattern
to note are the
large dolphin
(numbers #4 and
#5) caught at
FADs in the
Caribbean Sea.
Angler Chris
Berry and angler
Oscar Paredes
caught huge bulls
this past summer
off St. Thomas,
and south of Casa
de Campo this
past summer
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Here are ways to help fund this important research:

Lastly, Captain Kenny Midgett operator of Marlin
Gull Sport Fishing Charters sent us some great
reports this past season including a very nice bull
caught on the North Carolina-Virginia border in
1000 fathoms in early May. The end of April and
early May is a time for U.S. East Coast return
migrants and this nice bull, and report from Captain
Midgett, provides supporting evidence to patterns we
have observed through years of tagging data. Click
here to read an article on U.S. East Coast return
migrants.

•

AmazonSmile You shop. Amazon gives.
Support the DRP by visiting smile.amazon.com
and select Beyond Our Shores, Inc, as your
charity of choice.
Amazon donates 0.5% of the price of your
eligible AmazonSmile purchases to our
organization.

•

Purchase an original DRP Tee or DRP Hat at
our shop. 100% of the proceeds go to funding
the Dolphinfish Research Program visit
dolphintagging.com/shop

•

Donate by check. Click here for instructions.

•

Donate via Paypal. Click here for instructions.

Support the DRP. Buy a Tee or Hat!

Help support our research by purchasing a program tee
or hat. The logo featured on the shirts was created by
Guy Harvey, the renowned marine artist and fisheries
scientist. DRP tees come in light blue, white, grey, and
black. Hats come in black, blue, or pink. Click here to
order some gear where 100% of proceeds go to the DRP.

The Beyond Our Shores Foundation just finished its
first complete year of taxes since receiving our taxexempt status! Click here to see our 2018 financial
records. For every dollar donated to BOSF, 75% goes
toward advancing our education and research programs.
The remaining 25% goes to cover operations. No
donation is too small. Donate today to help advance our
research and education programs that focus on dolphin
and dolphin fisheries topics.
To Donate by Check click here, Make Checks out to:
Beyond Our Shores, Inc.,/Dolphinfish Research Program
Mail to:
Wessley Merten
Dolphinfish Research Program
Beyond Our Shores, Inc.
PO BOX 3506
Newport, RI, 02840
Email: wess@beyondourshores.org

Support Our Fisheries Research Programs
Tax deductible donations to the DRP
can be made by donating to the
Beyond Our Shores Foundation, the
official 501(c)(3) of the DRP.
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